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Abstract 

In this paper we undertake an out-of-sample evaluation of the ability of a model 
to forecast the Swedish Krona’s real and nominal effective exchange rate, using a 
cointegrating relation between the real exchange rate, relative output, terms of 
trade and net foreign assets (or alternatively the trade balance). The 
cointegrating relation is derived from a theoretical model of the New Open 
Economy Macroeconomics type. The forecasting performance of our estimated 
vector error correction model is quite good once the dynamics of the model have 
been augmented with an interest rate differential. 
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I. Introduction 

A standard New Open Economy Macroeconomics (NOEM) model typically finds that 

the steady-state real exchange rate is related to the relative productivity in the 

tradables sector, the terms of trade and the net foreign asset position (see for example 

Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2004) and Obstfeld and Rogoff (2005)). In this paper we will 

test if forecasts from a vector error correction model based on the Lane and Milesi-

Ferretti (2004) model can beat a random walk at horizons of 1 to 12 quarters. A simple 

extension of the empirical model allows us to consider forecasts of the nominal as well 

as the real effective exchange rate. We find that the model forecasts for the Swedish 

krona are quite satisfactory, especially for the real exchange rate, once the dynamics of 

the model have been properly specified. A favourable comparison with the forecasts of 

a VAR in first differences lends support to the theoretical model. 

The out-of-sample forecasting performance of exchange rate models poses a 

special challenge to open economy macroeconomists. The standard finding in the 

empirical literature, starting with the seminal article by Meese and Rogoff (1983) 

evaluating the models of the 1970’s, is that no model can consistently outperform a 

random walk. For an evaluation of the models of the 1990’s see Cheung, Chinn and 

Pascual (2005). However, the tests used have not been appropriate for testing nested 

models, as has been pointed out by for example Clark and McCracken (2001). Now 

research in this area has started using inference procedures that have recently been 

developed by Clark and West (2006a, 2006b). Their test procedure corrects for an 

upward bias in the alternative model’s sample mean squared prediction error. The test 

is easy to use and can also be applied to multi-step forecasts, using standard normal 

inference.  Gourinchas and Rey (2005), Alquist and Chinn (2006) and Melodtsova and 
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Papell (2006) use the new test. The results are somewhat more supportive regarding 

the ability of forecasts from exchange rate models to beat a random walk. 

Gourinchas and Rey (2005) estimate a model of the effective US dollar exchange 

rate using the ratio of net exports to net foreign assets as explanatory variable. They 

present forecasts that are consistently better than a random walk at horizons of 1 to 16 

quarters over the period 1978:1 to 2004:1. Alquist and Chinn (2006) consider three 

different models: the sticky price monetary model, the uncovered interest rate parity 

relation and Gourinchas and Rey’s (2005) model. Alquist and Chinn investigate the 

dollars bilateral exchange rates relative to the Canadian dollar, the UK Pound, the 

Japanese yen and the euro. They could not identify a model that was able to 

outperform a random walk forecast for all horizons and all bilateral exchange rates 

considered. However, the Gourinchas and Rey model did quite well for short forecast 

horizons of 1 and 4 quarters, except for the JPY/USD exchange rate. Molodtsova and 

Papell (2006) consider several models: the flexible price monetary model, uncovered 

interest parity, purchasing power parity and two types of Taylor rule models. They also 

consider a greater number of US bilateral exchange rates compared to Alquist and 

Chinn. They find that the models perform quite well at short forecast horizons. This is 

especially true for the Taylor rule models. 

The Swedish real effective exchange rate has been modelled recently by Alexius 

and Nilsson (2000), Bergvall (2002), Lindblad and Sellin (2003), Nilsson (2004), and 

Lane (2006). Except for the first study, a common finding is that an improvement in 

the terms of trade lead to an appreciation of the real exchange rate. The first four 

studies also find that an increase in relative productivity (or relative output) leads to 

an appreciation, while Lane (2006) finds such a variable to be insignificant and 

excludes it from the analysis. However, none of the papers mentioned above subjected 
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the underlying model to the severe test of out-of-sample forecasting ability, which is 

the main evaluation criteria in this paper. Also, our long-run exchange rate equation is 

derived from a calibrated NOEM model and we test the usefulness of the underlying 

theoretical model for forecasting purposes.1 

The outline of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we present the steady-state 

exchange rate equation derived by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2004). In Section 3 we 

estimate a vector autoregressive model and analyse a possible cointegrating relation 

among the variables that is consistent with the theoretical model. The model is then 

extended to a model for the nominal exchange rate. In Section 4 we evaluate forecasts 

of the real and nominal effective exchange rate, using the inference procedures 

developed by Clark and West (2006a, 2006b). Section 5 concludes. 

II. A model of the real exchange rate 

We will base our analysis on the theoretical model derived in Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 

(2004). The main result in their paper is that higher steady state tradable output 

endowment , terms of trade , and net foreign assets (B) lead to a higher relative 

price of nontradables. The latter follows since an increase in any of the factors 

mentioned leads to greater wealth and hence increased demand for goods and leisure, 

the latter inducing a reduction in the supply of labour used (exclusively) in the 

production of nontradables.  

)( TY )( x
TP

The derived steady-state variation in the real exchange rate is (log) linear in the 

price of nontradables: 

- )log()1( NPq γ−=  

                                                
1 We do this by comparing the forecasts of our estimated vector error correction model to those of a 

vector autoregressive model in first differences. 
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where q is the log of the real exchange rate defined as the foreign price level relative 

to the domestic price level, )1( γ− is the weight placed on consumption of nontraded 

goods in the utility function,  is a constant,  with Ω 1])()1)[(1( −++−+= σθγθγσλ σ  

the intertemporal elasticity of substitution and θ  the elasticity of substitution between 

traded and nontraded goods, r  is the exogenously given real interest rate,  is the 

steady-state output. Thus, higher net foreign assets and tradable output as well as an 

improvement in the terms of trade lead to an appreciation of the real exchange rate.  

0Y

Equation (1) rewritten in obvious notation as 

 
0

321 )log()log(0
Y
BPYq x

TT βββδ ++++=   (2) 

forms the basis for our empirical analysis. To get some rough idea of the size of the 

coefficients we should expect to see we shall make some assumptions about the size of 

the elasticities above. We will assume an elasticity of substitution between traded and 

nontraded goods of 74.0=θ , as estimated by Mendoza (1995) for a sample of 

industrialised countries. Adolfsson et al (2005) set the share of imports in aggregate 

consumption to 0.31 for the Euro area. In addition to imports, traded goods should 

also include exportable goods. In view of this it does not seem unreasonable to choose 

the weight placed on consumption of traded goods in the utility function to 5.0=γ . 

The elasticity of intertemporal substitution is set to 67.0=σ  as in Mendoza (1995). 

With the final assumption that the real interest rate r = 0.01 per quarter we get the 

parameter values =),,( 321 βββ ( 0.7, 0.7, 0.014).  
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Following Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2002), we can use an alternative empirical 

formulation by noting that it is possible for a country to run a trade deficit in steady-

state equal to the net investment income on its net foreign asset position: 

 
00 Y

Br
Y
TB

−= ,     (3) 

where TB is the country’s trade balance. Equation (2) can then be rewritten in the 

alternative form, 

 
0

*
321 )log()log(0

Y
TBPYq x

TT βββδ ++++= ,  (4) 

where we now expect ( 0.7, 0.7, -1.4).  =),,( *
321 βββ

We will estimate both specification (2) and (4) as a check on the robustness of 

the results and to see which model yields the better forecasts. We will also investigate 

whether the model with a theoretically restricted cointegration vector yields superior 

forecasts compared to the one with an estimated cointegration vector. 

III. Estimating a VAR model for the effective exchange rate 

Preliminaries 

The benchmark model consists of four variables: real exchange rate, , relative 

output, , terms of trade, 

tq

ty tτ , and net foreign assets relative to GDP , . The first 

three variables are measured in natural logarithms. The real exchange rate is 

measured as the foreign price level relative to the Swedish price level expressed in the 

Swedish currency. Net foreign assets are measured as a fraction of gross domestic 

product. The alternative model also consists of four variables: real exchange rate, , 

relative output, , terms of trade, 

tb

tq

ty tτ , and the trade balance relative to GDP , . The ttb
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quarterly value of the trade balance is expressed as a fraction of annual gross domestic 

product to conform to the measure of net foreign assets. More details about the data 

are given in an appendix. 

The sample covers the period 1985Q1 – 2005Q3. The main reason for starting in 

1985 is that we will consider an augmented version of the model that includes a short-

term interest rate differential and there was no secondary market for Treasury bills in 

Sweden before the early 1980s. Allowing for up to four lags would then take us back to 

the first quarter of 1984, by which time there was a working secondary market. By 

using 1985Q1 as the starting date we also avoid the devaluations of the early 1980s and 

more than half of the observations are from the floating period 1993Q1-2005Q3.  

Because of the small sample size some of the critical values of interest have been 

bootstrapped (using 4,999 replications in each case). The “Structural VAR Program” 

developed by Anders Warne has been used for this purpose. This program has also 

been used in order to investigate parameter stability.2 Otherwise, the results presented 

in most of the tables have been produced by the Eviews 5.0 program. 

The statistical model 

We will be using a 4-dimensional vector autoregressive (VAR) model of order k. This 

model can be expressed in vector error correction form (VEC) as: 

,´'
1

1
1 t

k

i
ititt XXX εαδαβ ++ΔΓ+=Δ ∑

−

=
−−    (5) 

where )',,,( ttttt byqX τ=  or alternatively )',,,( ttttt tbyqX τ= . The errors are assumed to 

be independently and normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ . 

Under certain conditions the -process is non-stationary while both the first-tX

                                                
2 See the Structural VAR homepage at http://texlips.hypermart.net/svar/index.html. 
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differenced process tXΔ  and the linear combinations 1' −tXβ  are stationary (see 

Johansen (1996)). Based on the theoretical considerations discussed above we expect 

to find one such stationary linear combination, with ≈β  (1, 0.7, 0.7, 0.014) or 

alternatively (1, 0.7, 0.7, -1.4), when the vector is normalised with respect to the real 

exchange rate. 

The estimated benchmark model (BM) 

Our first order of business is to specify the correct number of lags for the VAR. In 

order to determine the lag order we considered a number of lag order selection 

criteria. The LR and AIC criteria indicated that a lag order of k=3 is optimal, the FPE 

criterion favoured 2 lags and the SC and HQ criteria preferred 1 lag. Lag exclusion 

tests indicated that we should keep 3 lags in the model. Multivariate tests of serially 

uncorrelated residuals for the k=3 model showed that the null hypothesis of no serial 

correlation in the residuals cannot be rejected at the 5 percent significance level 

against the alternative hypotheses of 1st – 4th order serial correlation. Thus 3 lags were 

used. The null hypothesis that the residuals are normally distributed was rejected, 

using the test statistics derived by Doornik and Hansen (1994). The reason for this is 

that the kurtosis values are lower than those from a normal distribution. There was no 

indication of skewness in the residuals, which according to Juselius (2005) would be a 

more serious problem. 

We performed tests for the cointegration rank (r) for the VAR(3) model. We 

concluded from Johansen’s likelihood ratio tests that there is one cointegrating vector, 

which is what we would expect from the theoretical model. Bootstrapping was then 

used for these test statistics. First, we found that bootstrapped critical values for the 

trace statistics were higher than the asymptotic values and we could not reject the null 
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hypothesis of no cointegration. On the other hand a likelihood ratio test did not reject 

the hypothesis of r=1 against the alternative r=0 at conventional significance levels. 

Based on the above, we judged that the overall evidence against cointegration is not 

strong enough for us to give up our prior belief in one cointegration vector. 

We computed the sample means and standard deviations of the first-differenced 

series. None of the means in the first-differenced series were significantly different 

from zero. We therefore restrict the constant term to the cointegration space to 

exclude deterministic drifts in the individual series. This implies that in the long run, 

or in the steady state, output in Sweden will grow at the same rate as in its main trading 

partners, export and import prices will grow at the same rate, and net foreign assets 

will converge to some constant fraction of GDP. 

We have included two dummy variables in the estimated vector error correction 

model. The first is a devaluation dummy that takes the value one in the 4th quarter of 

1992 and zero otherwise and captures the real depreciation after letting the Krona 

float on 19 November 1992. This dummy variable is included contemporaneously and 

lagged one period.3 The second is a shift dummy and captures the change to an 

inflation targeting regime in the 1st quarter of 1995. It takes the value one up to and 

including the 4th quarter of 1994 and zero thereafter. 

Estimating the model by maximum likelihood is equivalent to solving an 

eigenvalue problem. We use the estimated non-zero eigenvalue to check for non-

constant parameters as suggested in Hansen and Johansen (1999). If the estimated 

eigenvalue fluctuates over time this can be due to fluctuations in β  or α  or both and 

additional testing is required to determine which is the case. The time path of the 

                                                
3 Additional lags were tried, but were found not to be statistically significant. 
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estimated non-zero eigenvalue looked quite stable, indicating no problem with non-

constant parameters in the cointegration relation. 

The cointegration vector normalized with respect to the real SEK/TCW 

exchange rate is given by 

 , ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −=

−−− )03.0,39.0()05.1,02.0()31.2,54.0(
17.0,50.0,72.0,0.1´β̂

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals in parentheses below the estimated 

coefficients (using bootstrapped t-values). The coefficients are imprecisely estimated. 

However, we note that the point estimates of  and  are quite close to the values 

we expected them to take. On the other hand,  does not even take the expected 

sign. The estimated adjustment coefficients are 

1β̂ 2β̂

3β̂

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−− )27.0,00.0()03.0,10.0()05.0,01.0()02.0,20.0(
13.0,04.0,03.0,11.0´α̂ , 

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals. An adjustment in the real 

exchange rate takes place with 11 percent of the gap being closed each quarter. We 

also note that the confidence interval includes the zero value. Thus, the adjustment is 

not significantly different from zero at the 20 percent level. The evidence of 

statistically significant adjustment in the second equation indicates that a weak 

exchange rate has a positive effect on relative output, which makes sense for an 

economy with a large export sector.4 

We next restrict the model by imposing the theoretically derived cointegration 

vector of the previous section. The restriction is not rejected (the probability value is 

0.34). The estimated adjustment coefficients for this model are 

                                                
4 See Lindé (2004) for a recent analysis of the extent to which the Swedish business cycle is driven by 

foreign shocks. 
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⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−−−−− )14.0,02.0()00.0,09.0()04.0,01.0()00.0,14.0(
05.0,05.0,02.0,09.0´α̂ . 

For this specification the confidence interval for the adjustment in the real exchange 

rate does not include zero (by a small margin). The restrictions are deemed successful 

in the sense that imposing them gives us an adjustment coefficient estimate more 

supportive of the theoretical model.  

Next we consider a model with richer dynamics. Since the theory does not have 

anything to say about the dynamics of the model we can freely choose to include 

variables that we feel could be important in the short run. A natural candidate is the 

short-term real interest rate differential.5 The inclusion of this variable could of course 

be motivated by an appeal to uncovered interest rate parity. On the other hand traders 

and analysts often claim to be trading on the opposite supposition, i.e. that a strategy 

of  borrowing in a low interest rate currency and investing in a high interest rate 

currency will also gain from a favourable currency development. These are what is 

commonly referred to as “carry trades”. A Granger causality test rejected the null 

hypothesis of no Granger causality from the interest rate differential to the exchange 

rate at the 6 percent significance level. We therefore add the real interest rate 

differential to the model and thus our new vector of endogenous variables is 

, where  is the cumulated real interest rate differential. The 

cumulated variable is restricted to zero in the cointegration vector so that we only end 

up with the interest rate differential, , in the dynamics. The interest rate differential 

lagged one period enters with a negative sign and the coefficient is statistically 

)',,,,(*
tttttt cibyqX τ= tci

ti

                                                
5 The differential consists of the Swedish 3-month interest rate compared to a weighted 3-month rate 

consisting of interest rates for Sweden’s main trading partners (using the TCW weights for Sweden). 

The real differential is simply obtained by adding the CPI inflation differential to the nominal interest 

rate differential. 
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significant at the 10 percent level (using bootstrapped t-values); the two period lag is 

not significant. This result thus seems to give a rationale for the existence of carry 

trades. The estimated adjustment coefficients for this model are 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−−=

−−−−− )03.0,03.0()13.0,06.0()02.0,08.0()04.0,01.0()02.0,17.0(
01.0,03.0,04.0,03.0,12.0´α̂ . 

The cointegration relation for the restricted model is shown in Figure 3, Panel C. The 

adjustment in the real exchange rate is now clearly significant at the 80 percent 

confidence level. 

The estimated alternative model (AM) 

In the alternative model we have replaced the net foreign asset variable with the trade 

balance relative to GDP. Another difference is that we have excluded the inflation 

regime shift dummy from this model.6 

All of the information criteria considered suggest that one lag should be 

adequate. But the lag exclusion test favours keeping 2 lags in the model. Estimating a 

VAR with one lag there is some evidence of serial correlation in the terms of trade 

residuals. With two lags this serial correlation goes away. Since it is not clear which 

model is to be preferred we choose to proceed with both k=1 and k=2.  

Tests for the cointegration rank for the VAR(1) and VAR(2) models respectively 

give no reason to give up our prior belief in one cointegration vector. As in the 

benchmark model, bootstrapping the trace test critical values we cannot reject the null 

hypothesis of no cointegration. But a likelihood ratio test of r=1 against r=0 does not 

reject r=1 (with a probability value of 0.55). We will restrict the constant term to the 
                                                
6 Using the inflation regime shift variable in this model leads to very strange parameter estimates. The 

shift dummy is highly significant in the trade balance equation but the estimated coefficients in the 

cointegration vector become extremely large. We have therefore excluded the shift dummy from the 

model. 
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cointegration space to exclude deterministic drifts in the individual series. This implies 

that in the long run the trade balance will converge to some constant fraction of GDP.  

We check for non-constant parameters using the single non-zero eigenvalue, as 

explained in the previous section. The time path of the estimated non-zero eigenvalue 

looked reasonably stable. 

The cointegration vector normalized with respect to the real exchange rate and 

the vector of adjustment coefficients are given by 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−−− )54.0,37.2()82.0,19.0()69.0,87.1(
88.0,34.0,67.0,0.1´β̂ , , ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −=

−−−− )03.0,01.0()01.0,09.0()05.0,02.0()06.0,03.0(
01.0,05.0,03.0,01.0´α̂

for the VEC with k=1 and for the VEC with k=2 we have 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−− )14.0,47.2()85.0,01.0()63.0,66.1(
18.1,45.0,56.0,0.1´β̂ , , ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−−−− )04.0,01.0()01.0,09.0()05.0,02.0()03.0,10.0(
02.0,06.0,04.0,04.0´α̂

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals in parentheses below the estimated 

coefficients (using bootstrapped t-values). The estimated coefficients of the VAR(2) 

model comes closest to what we expected to find. We note that the point estimates of 

 and  are quite close to the values we expected them to take. Disappointingly,  

does not take the expected sign. However, the 80 percent confidence interval also 

contains positive values. The adjustment coefficient in the exchange rate equation is 

halved compared with the benchmark model and it is not statistically significantly 

different from zero at the 20 percent level. 

2β̂ 3β̂ 1β̂

We proceed by imposing the theoretically derived coefficient values in the 

cointegration vector of the VEC with k=2. The restriction is not rejected at the 1 

percent significance level (but is rejected at the 5 percent level). The estimated 

adjustment coefficients for this model are 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−=

−−−−− )03.0,02.0()01.0,10.0()05.0,02.0()01.0,14.0(
01.0,06.0,03.0,08.0´α̂ . 
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The adjustment coefficient in the exchange rate equation is significantly different 

from zero at the 20 percent level and is equal in size to that estimated for the restricted 

benchmark model: -0.08 compared to -0.09. 

The estimated adjustment coefficients for the restricted model with an interest 

rate differential are 

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−−=

−−−−− )02.0,04.0()05.0,01.0()02.0,07.0()04.0,02.0()06.0,19.0(
01.0,02.0,03.0,03.0,14.0´α̂ , 

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals. The interest rate differential 

lagged one period enters with a negative sign, which is significantly different from zero 

at the 5 percent level (using bootstrapped t-values). The results are very similar to 

those of the benchmark model. When the exchange rate is undervalued it tends to 

appreciate and growth is higher relative to growth in the rest of the world. The 

insignificance of the remaining three adjustment coefficients implies that the terms of 

trade, the trade balance, and the real interest rate differential are long-run exogenous. 

That an undervalued currency does not tend to improve the trade balance is a 

somewhat unexpected result. 

Estimating the nominal effective exchange rate 

When forecasting exchange rates the interest is usually in the nominal rather than in 

the real exchange rate. We will consider a very simple way of extending the analysis to 

get a forecasting model for the nominal exchange rate. This simply involves splitting 

up the real exchange rate into two components: the nominal exchange rate and the 

relative price level between the foreign and domestic country, ttt peq += . We estimate 

the nominal versions of the restricted models augmented with an interest rate 

differential. Thus our new vector of endogenous variables is  )',,,,,(*
ttttttt cibypeX τ=
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for the benchmark model and  for the alternative model. In 

this specification we use the nominal interest rate differentials.

)',,,,,(*
ttttttt citbypeX τ=

7 

Estimating the nominal version of the benchmark model we obtain the following 

adjustment parameters: 

 , ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−−−=

−−−−−−− )02,0,05.0()14.0,06.0()03.0,07.0()05.0,01.0()02.0,08.0()02.0,17.0(
02.0,03.0,03.0,03.0,05.0,12.0'α̂

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals within parentheses below the 

estimated coefficients. We can see that the adjustment of the real exchange rate takes 

place both through the adjustment of the nominal exchange rate and through the 

adjustment of the relative price level. However, the point estimate for the adjustment 

coefficient in the nominal exchange rate equation is twice as big as the one in the 

relative price level equation. This is not surprising given that most of the sample covers 

the floating exchange rate period. 

Estimating the nominal version of the alternative model we get the following 

adjustment parameters: 

 , ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −−−−=

−−−−−−− )01.0,04.0()05.0,01.0()02.0,06.0()04.0,01.0()02.0,06.0()03.0,16.0(
02.0,02.0,02.0,03.0,04.0,11.0'α̂

with 80 percent bootstrapped confidence intervals. These results are very similar to 

those of the benchmark model. 

Discussion 

Generally speaking, most of the estimated coefficients in the cointegration vector are 

imprecisely estimated and are not different from zero at the 20 percent significance 

level, using bootstrapped t-values. However, most of the point estimates are close to 

the values we would expect from the calibrated model. When we impose the 

                                                
7 Using the real interest rate differentials yielded very similar results. 
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theoretically derived cointegration vectors they are not rejected by the data, i.e. we 

cannot reject cointegration. The estimated adjustment coefficients in the exchange 

rate equation and the relative output equation are significant with the expected signs. 

The real test of the models will be their out-of-sample forecast performance, to which 

we turn next. 

IV Forecast evaluation 

The evaluation procedure 

We will evaluate forecasts of the percentage change in the exchange rate with horizons 

h=1,2,…,12 quarters. The first forecast will be based on the model estimated for the 

period 1985Q1 - 1997Q4. The estimation window is then moved forward by one 

quarter at a time using a rolling scheme.8 Thus, we are always using the latest 13 years 

of data to estimate the model parameters, including the cointegrating vector, which 

gives us 52 observations. The final 1-period forecast is for 2005Q3, which is the last 

observation in the sample. We thus get a total of P-h+1 h-period forecasts with P=31. 

Forecast accuracy is measured by mean squared prediction error (MSPE). With 

being the actual value and the forecast value, the MSPE for an h-period 

forecast is defined as: 

hsta ++ hstf ++

∑
−

=
++++ −

+−
=

hP

s
hsthst fa

hP
h

0

22 )(
1

1)(σ̂ ,   (6) 

where t=1997Q4. We will compare our forecasts with those of the random walk model, 

which says that the exchange rate will remain unchanged at the present level during 
                                                
8 We also conducted the analysis using a recursive scheme. The results were similar. We do not use a 

recursive scheme since the inference of our tests are not asymptotically valid for such a scheme, see 

Clark and West (2006a) and Giacomini and White (2006). West (2006) gives a useful overview of 

forecast evaluation techniques. 
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the forecast period. We will also compare our forecasts to those of a VAR in first 

differences, i.e. leaving out the error correction term. This should tell us something 

about the value for forecasting purposes of using the theoretically derived 

cointegration relationship between the variables in levels. 

Meese and Rogoff (1983) found that none of the exchange rate models 

developed during the 1970s could consistently beat a random walk and this has been 

the benchmark for exchange rate forecasters ever since. In the spirit of Meese and 

Rogoff, Cheung, Chinn and Pascual (2005) evaluate the forecasting performance of 

the models developed during the 1990s, with equally disappointing results. However, 

as shown by Clark and McCracken (2001) among others, the tests employed in these 

studies are not appropriate when the models under comparison are nested. The tests 

are shown to be under-sized. Critical values are derived for the correct asymptotic 

distributions, but only for 1-step ahead forecasts.  

Clark and West (2006a, 2006b) show that there is an upward bias in the nesting 

model’s sample mean squared prediction error and how one can correct for this. The 

test is applicable also to multi-step forecasts and is easy to implement. We will use the 

bias correction suggested by Clark and West. Their MSPE-adjusted test statistic is 

defined as 

.)ˆ(ˆ 2
2

2
1 adjMSPEadj −−= σσ ,   (7) 

where subscript 1 indicates the parsimonious (null) model and subscript 2 indicates 

the larger (alternative) model that nests model 1 (we have suppressed the horizon 

index h). The adjustment term is defined as 

∑
−

=
++++ −

+−
=

hN

s
hsthst ff

hN
hadj

0

2
,2,1 )(

1
1).( .  (8) 
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This term adjusts for the upward bias in MSPE produced by the estimation of 

parameters that are zero under the null. 

We implement the test by first defining 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]2
,2,1

2
,2

2
,1

~
hsthsthsthsthsthsthst fffafaf ++++++++++++++ −−−−−= , (9) 

The null hypothesis is equal MSPE. We test for equal MSPE by regressing  on a 

constant and using the resulting t-statistic to test for a zero coefficient. Clark and West 

(2006a, 2006b) argue that standard normal critical values are approximately correct. 

We thus reject the null hypothesis of equal MSPE if this statistic is greater than +1.282 

(for a one-tailed 0.10 test). 

hstf ++
~

9 

Finally, we would like to draw attention to the fact that the seminal paper by 

Meese and Rogoff (1983) and many subsequent studies use the actual values for their 

exogenous regressors and still could not beat a random walk. Our exercise is more 

challenging in that the forecasts only involve endogenous variables. We make fully 

dynamic forecasts, i.e. a multi-period forecast uses predicted rather than actual values 

for all variables during the forecast period. 

Evaluating the forecasts 

In Table 1 we present the MSPEs for forecasts of the benchmark real exchange rate 

model (VEC), a random walk (RW), and a VAR in first differences, as well as the 

adjusted MSPEs. In the last two columns of the table we present the usual ratio of the 

(unadjusted) MSPEs and the t-values of the Clark-West statistic (for the adjusted 

MSPEs). We first compare the change in the exchange rate forecasted by the model to 
                                                
9 A one-tailed test is used since for nested models it does not make sense for the population MSPE of the 

parsimonious model to be smaller than that of the larger model. We use Newey-West autocorrelation 

consistent standard errors to construct the t-statistic because multi-period forecasts will in general be 

autocorrelated. 
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a random walk forecast, which says that the exchange rate will remain unchanged. We 

see that the forecasts of the unrestricted model, i.e. with an estimated cointegrating 

vector (reported in Panel A), as well as those of the restricted model, i.e. with the 

theoretical cointegrating vector imposed (in Panel B), cannot beat a random walk. 

However, the forecasts of the restricted model augmented with an interest rate 

differential (reported in Panel C) are significantly better than those of a random walk 

at horizons of 5-10 quarters at the 10 percent significance level, using a one-tailed test. 

Thus, it is not enough to impose the theoretical cointegration vector. We also need to 

model the dynamics better by introducing some relevant variable like the real interest 

rate differential. Comparing the forecasts of the benchmark model to those from a 

simple VAR in first differences, in Panel C, we see that the restricted cointegration 

vector of the VEC model helps us to make better forecasts, which lends some support 

to the theoretical model.  

In Table 2 we analyse the forecast performance of the alternative real exchange 

rate model. The results are similar to those reported for the benchmark model in that 

we need to augment the dynamics with an interest rate differential in order to beat a 

random walk forecast. The alternative model yields better forecasts in the short run 

but worse forecasts in the long run compared to the benchmark model (Panel C). 

The forecasts from the nominal versions of the benchmark and alternative 

models are presented in Table 3, Panels A and B respectively. The predictive ability is 

not quite as good as for the real models, even though the forecasts of the alternative 

model are still fairly good. The AM forecasts outperform a random walk at practically 

all horizons. They do not outperform the forecasts from a simple VAR in first 

differences at conventional significance levels, but the t-values are close to one for 

forecast horizons of up to six quarters. 
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The overall assessment is that we cannot reject the theoretical model as a 

description of how the real effective exchange rate is related to fundamental 

macroeconomic variables. But this conclusion is dependent on our ability to 

successfully model the dynamics about which the theoretical model has very little to 

say. We are successful in beating the random walk forecasts for both the real and 

nominal SEK/TCW exchange rates. 

V. Conclusions 

In this paper we test a model’s ability to forecast the Swedish krona real and nominal 

effective exchange rates out of sample. We employ a new test procedure that is 

appropriate for the testing of nested models. 

We use the steady-state relationship between the real exchange rate, relative 

output, terms of trade, and net foreign assets derived in Lane and Milesi-Ferretti 

(2004). We calibrate the model and derive coefficient values which are compared to 

the estimated coefficients in our vector error correction model. These are similar 

enough that we next impose the calibrated values on the cointegration vector. The 

restrictions are not rejected. When the dynamics of the empirical model have been 

augmented by including an interest rate differential the model yields forecasts that can 

beat a random walk at most horizons. We also conducted a test of the usefulness of the 

theoretically derived cointegrating vector by comparing the forecasts of the real 

exchange rate to those generated by a simple VAR in first differences. The model 

proved superior to the VAR at forecast horizons of 3-7 quarters. This means that the 

theoretical model helps us make better forecasts. We also had some success in making 

forecasts of the nominal exchange rate. 
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Overall, using a New Open Economy Macroeconomic model to make real and 

nominal exchange rate forecasts proved quite successful. However, neglecting to 

properly model the dynamics of the model could result in inferior forecast 

performance. As a first step it seemed natural to include an interest rate differential to 

capture the short-run movements in the exchange rate. Other more elaborate ways of 

modelling the dynamics could be pursued in future research and could potentially 

yield even better forecasts. 
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Appendix: Data 
The data set spans the period 1984Q1 to 2005Q3. The data set thus allows for up to 4 

lags in the models. Current data series are imported from EcoWin to the largest extent 

possible (series name within square brackets). Some of the series have been linked 

back in time to earlier series as indicated. Consumer price indexes are used to convert 

nominal exchange rates into real exchange rates. Terms of trade is computed as the 

ratio between export prices and import prices. Exchange rates and interest rates are 

computed as quarterly averages. 

 
• SEK/TCW  The nominal effective exchange rate using the IMF:s 

competitiveness weights (1991 vintage). The index is set equal to 100 on 18 
November 1992, which can be translated into a value of 106.17 for the 4th 
quarter of 1992. The real index has as its base November 1992=100. This 
translates into a value of 105.75 for the 4th quarter of 1992. (Source: Sveriges 
Riksbank). 

• Sweden, consumer price index [oecd:swe_cpaltt01_ixobq]. 
• TCW-weighted consumer price index (Source: Sveriges Riksbank). 
• Sweden, export price index [ifs:s1447400dzfq].  
• Sweden, import price index [ifs:s1447500dzfq].  
• Sweden, gross domestic product, seasonally adjusted [ew:swe_01950]. This 

series is available starting 1993Q1. Data for 1984Q2-1992Q4 are from Sveriges 
Riksbank. An index is created which is set equal to 100 in 2000. 

• TCW-weighted gross domestic product (Source: Sveriges Riksbank). 
• Sweden, net international investment position, market valued FDI (Source: 

Sveriges Riksbank) This is an annual series. A quarterly series has been 
obtained by linearly interpolating so that the annual figure is reached in the 4th 
quarter. 

• Sweden, gross domestic product, current prices [oe:swe_gdpq]. This series has 
been seasonally adjusted using the X11 method. 

• Exports [ifs:s14470000zfq]. Seasonally adjusted using X11 method. 
• Imports [ifs:s14471000zfq]. Seasonally adjusted using X11 method. 
• Sweden, interest rate on 3-month Treasury bill (Source: Sveriges Riksbank). 
• TCW-weighted interest rate on 3-month Treasury bills (Source: Sveriges 

Riksbank). 
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Table 1. Forecast evaluation: Real SEK/TCW benchmark model 
 
Panel A. Unrestricted model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.589  0.515  0.474  0.553  0.526 1.24 (-0.67) 1.12 (-0.79) 
 2  1.403  1.317  1.067  1.333  1.296 1.31 (-2.30) 1.08 (-0.37) 
 3  2.172  2.072  1.719  2.084  2.168 1.26 (-2.41) 1.00 ( 0.38) 
 4  2.940  2.795  2.407  2.806  3.001 1.22 (-2.03) 0.98 ( 0.53) 
 5  3.590  3.402  2.970  3.406  3.582 1.21 (-1.89) 1.00 ( 0.38) 
 6  4.539  4.319  3.692  4.319  4.555 1.23 (-2.35) 1.00 ( 0.40) 
 7  5.086  4.822  4.114  4.808  5.098 1.24 (-2.37) 1.00 ( 0.43) 
 8  5.287  4.985  4.465  4.956  5.476 1.18 (-1.34) 0.97 ( 0.64) 
 9  6.016  5.666  4.963  5.611  6.097 1.21 (-1.38) 0.99 ( 0.53) 
 10  6.563  6.163  5.240  6.092  6.513 1.25 (-1.42) 1.01 ( 0.41) 
 11  7.229  6.807  5.772  6.683  7.382 1.25 (-1.28) 0.98 ( 0.50) 
 12  8.000  7.527  6.410  7.379  8.569 1.25 (-1.10) 0.93 ( 0.65) 

 
Panel B. Restricted model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.544  0.431  0.474  0.493  0.526 1.15 ( 0.43) 1.03 ( 0.35) 
 2  1.387  1.185  1.067  1.261  1.296 1.30 (-0.44) 1.07 ( 0.11) 
 3  2.239  2.012  1.719  2.035  2.168 1.30 (-0.85) 1.03 ( 0.28) 
 4  3.035  2.743  2.407  2.734  3.001 1.26 (-0.81) 1.01 ( 0.39) 
 5  3.786  3.386  2.970  3.355  3.582 1.27 (-0.85) 1.06 ( 0.28) 
 6  4.854  4.329  3.692  4.287  4.555 1.31 (-1.06) 1.07 ( 0.28) 
 7  5.667  4.999  4.114  4.940  5.098 1.38 (-1.21) 1.11 ( 0.15) 
 8  6.464  5.627  4.465  5.553  5.476 1.45 (-1.28) 1.18 (-0.07) 
 9  7.499  6.478  4.963  6.384  6.097 1.51 (-1.33) 1.23 (-0.22) 
 10  8.376  7.155  5.240  7.032  6.513 1.17 (-1.31) 1.29 (-0.35) 
 11  9.782  8.320  5.772  8.195  7.382 1.69 (-1.39) 1.18 (-0.49) 
 12  11.456  9.786  6.410  9.629  8.569 1.79 (-1.55) 1.34 (-0.61) 

 
Panel C. Restricted model with real interest rate differential 

 

 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.553  0.291  0.474  0.404  0.489 1.17 (1.19) 1.13 (0.98) 
 2  1.191  0.635  1.067  0.900  1.199 1.05 (0.98)  0.99 (1.41) 
 3  1.471  0.889  1.719  1.155  1.951 0.86 (1.11)  0.86 (2.14) 
 4  1.812  0.999  2.407  1.386  2.706 0.75 (1.18)  0.67 (2.15) 
 5  2.012  1.006  2.970  1.500  3.243 0.68 (1.33)  0.62 (2.20) 
 6  2.550  1.373  3.692  2.002  4.263 0.69 (1.41)  0.60 (2.45) 
 7  2.915  1.585  4.114  2.321  4.946  0.71 (1.49)  0.59 (2.64) 
 8  3.267  1.727  4.465  2.607  5.551  0.73 (1.58)  0.73 (2.94) 
 9  3.673  2.044  4.963  2.952  6.218  0.74 (1.73)  0.59 (3.21) 

 10  4.187  2.490  5.240  3.392  6.881  0.80 (1.56)  0.61 (3.62) 
 11  5.333  3.462  5.772  4.456  8.149 0.92 (1.25)  0.65 (4.07) 
 12  6.654  4.649  6.410  5.678  9.610 1.04 (0.97)  0.69 (3.88) 

NOTE. Cases when the Clark-West test statistic is significant at the 10 percent level or better have been shaded. 
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Table 2. Forecast evaluation: Real SEK/TCW alternative model 
 
Panel A. Unrestricted model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.532  0.468  0.474  0.521  0.485 1.12 ( 0.12) 1.10 (-0.88) 
 2  1.172  1.113  1.067  1.166  1.109 1.10 (-0.36) 1.06 (-1.35) 
 3  1.899  1.826  1.719  1.894  1.847 1.10 (-0.69) 1.03 (-1.72) 
 4  2.522  2.440  2.407  2.517  2.489 1.05 (-0.17) 1.01 (-0.95) 
 5  3.075  2.979  2.970  3.068  3.006 1.04 (-0.03) 1.02 (-0.98) 
 6  3.851  3.741  3.692  3.841  3.742 1.04 (-0.13) 1.03 (-0.84) 
 7  4.346  4.223  4.114  4.330  4.213 1.06 (-0.24) 1.03 (-0.70) 
 8  4.620  4.479  4.465  4.599  4.482 1.03 (-0.03) 1.03 (-0.50) 
 9  5.093  4.933  4.963  5.065  4.897 1.03 ( 0.05) 1.04 (-0.62) 

 10  5.327  5.144  5.240  5.290  5.105 1.02 ( 0.16) 1.04 (-0.64) 
 11  5.846  5.639  5.772  5.798  5.597 1.01 ( 0.20) 1.04 (-0.62) 
 12  6.610  6.376  6.410  6.551  6.288 1.03 ( 0.04) 1.05 (-0.64) 

 
Panel B. Restricted model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.498  0.425  0.474  0.466  0.485 1.05 ( 0.62) 1.03 ( 0.27) 
 2  1.163  1.082  1.067  1.119  1.109 1.09 (-0.08) 1.05 (-0.07) 
 3  1.925  1.825  1.719  1.866  1.847 1.12 (-0.43) 1.04 (-0.08) 
 4  2.617  2.500  2.407  2.539  2.489 1.09 (-0.36) 1.05 (-0.17) 
 5  3.259  3.116  2.970  3.159  3.006 1.10 (-0.56) 1.08 (-0.48) 
 6  4.120  3.948  3.692  3.994  3.742 1.12 (-0.86) 1.10 (-0.70) 
 7  4.797  4.589  4.114  4.640  4.213 1.17 (-1.34) 1.14 (-1.03) 
 8  5.319  5.069  4.465  5.124  4.482 1.19 (-1.43) 1.19 (-1.31) 
 9  5.962  5.663  4.963  5.727  4.897 1.20 (-1.22) 1.22 (-1.46) 
 10  6.272  5.924  5.240  5.996  5.105 1.20 (-1.11) 1.23 (-1.40) 
 11  6.832  6.422  5.772  6.509  5.597 1.18 (-0.99) 1.22 (-1.34) 
 12  7.638  7.166  6.410  7.268  6.288 1.19 (-1.07) 1.21 (-1.46) 

 
Panel C. Restricted model with real interest rate differential 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.417  0.307  0.474  0.372  0.451 0.88 ( 2.25) 0.92 ( 1.22) 
 2  0.945  0.819  1.067  0.897  1.013 0.89 ( 1.75) 0.93 ( 1.19) 
 3  1.481  1.323  1.719  1.432  1.659 0.86 ( 1.82) 0.89 ( 1.59) 
 4  2.045  1.887  2.407  2.005  2.282 0.85 ( 2.35) 0.90 ( 1.57) 
 5  2.516  2.341  2.970  2.484  2.778 0.85 ( 2.23) 0.91 ( 1.69) 
 6  3.298  3.108  3.692  3.273  3.573 0.89 ( 2.00) 0.92 ( 1.78) 
 7  3.854  3.644  4.114  3.836  4.046 0.94 ( 1.42) 0.95 ( 1.45) 
 8  4.359  4.125  4.465  4.343  4.482 0.98 ( 0.84) 0.97 ( 1.10) 
 9  4.962  4.707  4.963  4.945  4.998 1.00 ( 0.49) 0.99 ( 0.45) 
 10  5.346  5.094  5.240  5.323  5.336 1.02 ( 0.26) 1.00 ( 0.08) 
 11  5.984  5.691  5.772  5.952  5.892 1.04 ( 0.15) 1.02 (-0.25) 
 12  7.011  6.667  6.410  6.962  6.839 1.09 (-0.40) 1.03 (-0.33) 

 
NOTE. Cases when the Clark-West test statistic is significant at the 10 percent level or better have been shaded. 
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Table 3 Forecast evaluation: Nominal SEK/TCW, restricted model 
              with nominal interest rate differential 
 
Panel A. Benchmark model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.522  0.323  0.425  0.466  0.454 1.23 ( 0.95) 1.15 (-0.19) 
 2  1.194  0.834  0.984  1.111  1.164 1.21 ( 0.52) 1.03 ( 0.44) 
 3  1.659  1.248  1.568  1.601  1.827 1.06 ( 0.78) 0.91 ( 1.77) 
 4  2.290  1.667  2.220  2.238  2.420 1.37 ( 0.88) 0.95 ( 1.26) 
 5  3.133  2.237  2.755  3.085  2.989 1.14 ( 0.64) 1.05 (-0.53) 
 6  4.429  3.093  3.394  4.348  3.804 1.30 ( 0.27) 1.16 (-1.41) 
 7  5.696  3.732  3.750  5.523  4.389 1.52 ( 0.01) 1.30 (-1.43) 
 8  6.958  4.112  4.069  6.607  4.742 1.71 (-0.02) 1.47 (-1.37) 
 9  9.024  5.019  4.450  8.381  5.452 2.03 (-0.18) 1.66 (-1.35) 
 10  11.516  5.912  4.704  10.404  6.281 2.45 (-0.31) 1.83 (-1.34) 
 11  15.052  7.225  5.052  13.230  7.603 2.98 (-0.48) 1.98 (-1.32) 
 12  20.274  9.716  5.568  17.376  9.388 3.64 (-0.75) 2.16 (-1.34) 

 
Panel B. Alternative model 

 
2ˆVECσ / 2ˆRWσ 2ˆVECσ /  2ˆVARσ

Horizon 
2ˆVECσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆRWσ  2ˆVECσ -adj. 2ˆVARσ  (t-value) (t-value) 

 1  0.406  0.328  0.425  0.370  0.409  0.96 (1.46) 0.99 (0.70) 
 2  0.932  0.787  0.984  0.865  0.936  0.95 (1.17) 1.00 (0.60) 
 3  1.397  1.171  1.568  1.294  1.454  0.89 (1.52) 0.96 (0.81) 
 4  1.815  1.559  2.220  1.699  1.942  0.82 (2.14) 0.93 (0.89) 
 5  2.172  1.874  2.755  2.041  2.334  0.79 (2.27) 0.93 (0.93) 
 6  2.679  2.354  3.394  2.544  2.870  0.79 (2.23) 0.93 (0.88) 
 7  3.055  2.666  3.750  2.911  3.147  0.81 (2.04) 0.81 (0.56) 
 8  3.342  2.892  4.069  3.188  3.335  0.82 (1.85) 1.00 (0.30) 
 9  3.819  3.319  4.450  3.655  3.717  0.86 (1.52) 1.03 (0.12) 

 10  4.105  3.608  4.704  3.931  3.955  0.87 (1.36) 1.04 (0.04) 
 11  4.457  3.970  5.052  4.269  4.352  0.88 (1.41) 1.02 (0.13) 
 12  5.057  4.604  5.568  4.853  5.105  0.91 (1.32) 0.99 (0.40) 

 
NOTE. Cases when the Clark-West test statistic is significant at the 10 percent level or better have been shaded 
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